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ABSTRACT

Debris flows develop rapidly and are widespread, estimating their volumes is difficult.
To establish an effective plan for mitigating the hazards of debris flows, estimating the
volumes of the potential debris flows is essential. The debris flow volume was
estimated using Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) of two different periods. The debris
flow caused a volumetric loss of 37882 m3, which passes through the basin outlet. Two
dimensional debris flow simulation was used to calculate runout propagation and to find
depth and velocity as well. The maximum velocity nearby source area was about 12
m/s. The maximum depth of deposition was found to be 2.8 m in front of Shingdonga
Apartment.
INTRODUCTION
In Korea, the frequency of unusual weather events, such as cold waves, heavy
snowfall, typhoons, and heavy rainfall, has increased. Data on the frequency of
torrential rain have shown a 25% increase in torrential rainfall events and a 60%
increase in heavy rain warnings over the past 20 years. Over 75 % of the land of Korea
is composed of mountainous terrain with steep and weathered soil slope. In recent
years, the growing population and the expansion of settlements and developments over
landslide-prone areas are increasing the impacts of landslide disasters on human lives
and life-line facilities.
Statistical analyses of the behavior and effects of debris flow have been conducted in
several mountainous countries including Asian and European countries. These studies
have mainly focused on the estimation of hazard areas (Carrara et al. 1991; Bai et al.
2009; Cervi et al. 2010). Such statistical approaches do not consider the mechanisms
that determine slope failures but rather assume that predictions of future landslide
areas can be made based on measurements of variables that have led to landslides in
the past. Numerical run-out modelling for debris flow assessment is a relatively new
research field. The problem in the application of such models is the difficulty in
parameterization of the run-out models and the link between the modelling of initiation
susceptibility (Chang et al. 2010) and the volume information for the subsequent runout analysis
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In this re
esearch, after
a
identiffying the ffailure source area and
a estimaating volum
me of the
sliding m
mass with
h DEM comparison, the run-o
out behavior was siimulated with
w
twodimensio
onal nume
erical mode
el of debriss flow. To establish
e
an effectivee plan for mitigating
m
the haza
ards of de
ebris flows
s, estimati ng the volumes of the potenttial debris flows is
essentia
al. Because landslide
es and de
ebris flows
s develop rapidly an d are widespread,
estimatin
ng their volumes
v
is
s difficult. When several even
nts occur simultane
eously in
differentt locations,, to estima
ate their ma
agnitudes is expensive and tim
me consum
ming. The
size and
d volume of
o the flows
s must be ccalculated, but gainin
ng access tto the sites
s is often
difficult. In these cases,
c
emp
pirical estim
mates can be used to
o evaluate the volumes of the
debris flows (Kim et
e al. 2014
4).
The deb
bris flow at
a Umyeon Mountain was initia
ated by he
eavy rainfaall both antecedent
and daily rainfall. Saturated ground m
moved like a flow and
d hit resideences and vehicles
under th
he slope. The
T
main cause of debris flow
w in Umye
eon area w
was rainfa
all, which
classify into two different ones base
ed on the
e tempora
al variationn. Rainfall-induced
landslide
es with slope failure
e and deb
bris flow occurred
o
in four villaages of Raemian,
R
Shingdo
onga, Jeon
nwon, and Hyeoncho
on at Umy
yeon Moun
ntain. Thee landslides rapidly
expande
ed into a fa
ast debris flow
f
sprea
ading throughout the narrow annd sloping roads. In
this stud
dy only Shingdonga catchment
c
is conside
ered.
METHODS
ation
Volume estima
A DEM is a digita
al cartographic/geogrraphic dattaset of ele
evations inn xyz coordinates.
The terrain elevatiions for gro
ound posittions are sampled
s
at regularlyy spaced horizontal
h
intervalss. In this study, the
e volume of debris flow was
s calculateed by topographic
changess between two 5×5 m resolutio
on Digital Elevation
E
Models
M
(D
DEM) of be
efore and
after 201
11 July debris flow ev
vent in Um
myeon Mou
untain as shown in Fiig. 1.

Fig. 1 Hillshade of
o DEM fro
om (A) befo
ore and (B) after debbris flow
Two DE
EMs were overlaid
o
an
nd the chan
nge of elev
vation in ea
ach pixel w
was obtained using
alculation tool in Arc
cGIS 10.2 environme
ent. These
e data setss generally
y include
raster ca
naturallyy occurring
g terrain ch
hanges. To
o minimize
e uncertainty due to ttime differe
ence and
the mosst significan
nt terrain changes
c
occcurred alo
ong the ch
hannel, thuus only the affected
channel of Shindoga catchm
ment was co
onsidered to analysis
s.

Two--dimension
nal numeric
cal model o
of debris flow
The keyy requireme
ents in the assessme
ent of debrris flow con
nsists of thhe predictio
on of the
flow trajjectory ove
er the com
mplex topo
ography, the
t
potentiial run-outt distance and the
inundation area in
n order to define
d
a sa
afety zone
e. The main inputs aare topogra
aphy and
initial de
ebris sourcce distributtion and itss correspo
onding trigg
gering locaations. The
ere is no
need to
o input Ma
anning’s n value, b ut an acc
curate valu
ue for yielld stress must be
measure
ed from samples.
s
But for a rough es
stimation, yield streess value can be
estimate
ed with gra
ain size and
d composittion.
The govverning eq
quations arre mass a
and momentum cons
servation w
with shallo
ow water
assumpttion. The coordinate
c
e system iss the Carte
esian coorrdinate withh the averrage bed
elevation
n as x-axis. The used constitu
utive relation is the 3-D geneeralization of Julien
and Lan
n (1991).
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and (i, j)) = {x, y, z}; εij is strain-rate ttensor; τ0 is yield strress; μd aand μc are dynamic
viscosityy and turbulent-dispe
ersive coe
efficient res
spectively. Equation (1) repres
sents the
constituttive relatio
on in the region whe
ere the she
ear stress is greaterr than yield stress;
Equation
n (2) is for the region
n with shea
ar stress less than yie
eld stress.
After siimplificatio
on, the re
esulting go
overning equations in conseervative fo
orm are
conservation of ma
ass
(3)
and conservation of
o momenttum in x- a
and y-directions

(4)

(5)
where H
H(x, y, t) is flow depth
h; B(x, y) iss the fixed bed topog
graphy; u(xx, y, t) and v(x, y, t)
are deptth-average
ed velocitie
es in x- an d y-direction respec
ctively; tanθθ is the bottom bed

slope; τ0 and ρ arre debris-flow yield sstress and density, which
w
are all assumed to be
constantt; g is the
t
gravita
ational accceleration. The effe
ects of boottom eros
sion and
depositio
on are not considere
ed in this ve
ersion.
(6)

The derivative of B and H re
epresent prressure efffect and ta
anθ is the ggravitational effect.
The righ
ht hand sid
de is the resistance
r
from yield
d stress. As
A is show
wn in Equa
ation (6),
debris flow can move only iff pressure and gravitational efffects exceeed the yie
eld stress
effects.
Finite difference method
m
is applied
a
to discretize the govern
ning equattions, i.e., Eqs. (3),
(4) and ((5). In spattial discretization, the
e 1st-orderr upwind method
m
is aapplied to discretize
d
convectiive term and
a
2nd-order centra
ral differen
nce method
d is used for the re
emaining
terms. T
The expliccit 3rd-orde
er Adams--Bashforth method is used foor time ad
dvancing.
During ccomputatio
on, if the maximum
m
v elocity in the
t whole computatio
c
onal domain is less
than num
merical errror, the com
mputation tterminates
s automatic
cally.
RESU
ULTS AND
D DISCUSSION
The long
gitudinal and
a
cross-sectional p
profiles fro
om the mo
ost importaant flow lin
nes were
extracted from botth DEMs. The
T analyssis showed
d that extensive sloppe failures occurred
steep slo
opes. Tota
al changes in elevatio
on was dettermined by
b subtractiing betwee
en DEMs
before a
and after evvent.
To estim
mate the to
otal volume
e each pixe
el was multiplied by pixel area.. The pixell by pixel
calculatiions within
n the debris
s flow cha
annels were
e 49940.75
5 m3 of ero
rosion and 12057.6
3
m of de
eposition. Thus, the debris flow
w caused a volumettric loss off 37882 m3, which
passes through th
he basin ou
utlet. For tthe event simulation, first four major locations of
landslide
e were first identified. And corrresponding
g estimated
d soil volum
me was us
sed.

Fig.2 Propagatio
P
on and max
ximum flow
w depth

After debris flow event, the deposition is composed of large quantity of gravels with
sand and mud. From the composition of the soil, the yield stress was estimated as 150
pa. Then the time interval of output was set as to be one second real time. One location
in front of Shindonga Apartment was selected for result output to observe the flow
velocity and flow height in the time at that point. As the simulation result shows, the
total process of the transportation of the debris flow was about 133 minutes. The
maximum velocity nearby source area was about 12 m/s. The maximum depth of
deposition was found to be 2.8 m in front of Shingdonga Apartment as shown in Fig 2.
The temporal variation of flow depth in front of Shingdonga Apartment was determined
and the maximum depth was about 0.85 m at 150 seconds.
CONCLUSION
This study describes an effective method for estimating the volume of debris using
DEMs from before and after debris flow event. The method is applied Shingdonga
catchment of Umyeon Mountain in Seoul. Since the actual inundated areas are
controlled by the volume of the landslide mass, thus volume estimation is very
important. The cell by cell erosion volume was calculated as 49940.75 m3 and 12056.6
m3 of deposition. Thus volumetric loss of 3788.2 m3, which passes through the basin
outlet. Most of the debris flows originally occurred in the form of rainfall-induced
landslides before they move into the valley channel. The simulation procedure to model
potential propagation and inundation area. The result accurately model the historic
debris flow. The maximum depth of deposition was found to be 2.8 m in front of
Shingdonga Apartment.
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